News Release
Bank Software Developer DCI
Adds Authentication Services From Authentify
HUTCHINSON, KAN., November 3, 2014 – Authentify, Inc., a supplier of two-factor authentication
services to financial services firms, has announced that Data Center Inc. (DCI), the privatelyowned developer of iCore360® core banking software and related technologies, has agreed
to supply its nationwide community bank clients with Authentify’s phone-based authentication
services for DCI’s Inter@ct™ online banking features.
The agreement paves the way for DCI to offer community banks additional account protection
against keystroke malware and man-in-the middle attacks.
“Authentify helps us provide our banks and their customers with greater protection against the
increasing online criminal element,” said Daren Fankhauser, DCI vice president of Research
& Development. “Authentify has direct experience in our customer space, and we believe we
selected the best.”
DCI’s iCore360® bank software and technology is used by hundreds of community banks that
support local economies.
“These banks are often the backbone of their communities,” said John Jones, DCI president
and CEO. “The combination of Authentify and iCore360® ensures they can confidently offer their
communities more high-value online services that are safe and secure.”
Peter Tapling, president and CEO of Authentify, concurred. “When a Fortune 500 company like
JP Morgan Chase is breached, it’s a huge story, but JP Morgan’s ability to cope is also huge,”
he said. “The community banks serviced by DCI need practically the same level of protection as
JP Morgan Chase. They, however, must rely on partners like DCI, and we’re happy to be a part
of that protection.”

About DCI

DCI is the developer of the award-winning iCore360® core banking software and related technologies for community banks
nationwide. DCI is privately owned by banks, with several clients serving as owners, board members and user group leaders. In
addition to iCore360® (available hosted or in-house), DCI offers integrated solutions for Internet and mobile banking, private ATM
network and card management, teller/branch automation, remote capture/proof, dashboard analysis, compliance, custom reporting
and more. For more information, visit www.datacenterinc.com.
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About Authentify
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Founded in 1999, Authentify delivers intuitive and consistent multi-factor authentication services that are dependable and multilayered protecting user accounts or key information from unauthorized access. Where many authentication techniques are powerless when legitimate credentials are wielded by hackers and imposters, Authentify succeeds. Certainty is powerful. Be certain
with Authentify. For more information, visit www.authentify.com.
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